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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. Conclusion 

This research is an analysis politeness strategy in Wonder Movie. 

Specifically, analyze the used of politeness strategy and the factor that influencing 

the used of politeness strategy which used by main character of Wonder Woman 

movie, namely Diana. In this reserach the writer employed Brown and Levinson 

as the basic concept of this research. The result of the analysis are presented as 

follow; 

In this study, the writer found politeness strategy include bald on record, 

positive politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record in the 

main character in Wonder Woman movie, also payoff and relevant circumstance 

which include social distance, relative power, and rank of impsition become factor 

that influencing the used of politeness strategy from 52 data which have been 

analyzed in the data analyzed. 

In this study, the use of those four politeness strategies can be described as 

follow; 

1. Bald On Record Strategies 

In Wonder Woman movie, the writer found 26 data which used 

bald on record strategy. Diana as the main character of Wonder Woman 

movie used that strategy to get maximum efficiency of communication, 

sometime Diana talk to the point when she want to get attention of the 
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hearer, in order to complete her mission to stop the war. The factor that 

influencing the used of bald on record is payoff, relevant circumstance 

include social distance and rank of imposition. Payoff, When Diana used 

bald on record, she want to use maximum efficiency, to avoid 

misundertanding, also to get attention because many people in that movie 

didn’t believes to the Diana. Social distance, she used that strategy because 

she has close relationship with the hearer, but, between speaker and the 

hearer, they have different backround and culture to solve the problem. 

Then rank of imposition, she used that strategy because she has urgent 

condition to stop the war. 

2. Positive Politeness Strategy 

The writer found 18 data positive politeness strategy in the Wonder 

Woman Movie which consist of Notice and Attend to H, Exaggerate, 

Avoid Disagreement, Avoid Disagreement, Offer, Promise, Be Optimistic, 

Include both S and H in the activity, Give or ask reason, Assume or Assert 

reciprocity, Give gift to H.  

She used that strategy when she talks with her friends who help her 

to stop the war, and when she talk with her mother. The factrors that 

influencing that used of positive politeness strategy is payoff, relevant 

circumstance include social distance, and relative power.  

Payoff, the reason Diana used that strategy is to satisfy the hearer’s 

face, also to minimize the FTA of the hearer.  
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Social distance, Diana used that strategy because she has close 

relationship with the hearer, she and her friend has the same purpose to 

stop the war but they has different culture hence the most of positive 

politeness strategy which used by the speaker is ask the reason.  

Relative power, she used that strategy when she talked with people 

who have more power such as her mother. 

3. Negative Politeness strategy 

In Wonder Woman Movie, the writer found 6 data which used by 

the main character include conventionally indirect, Be Pessimistic, Give 

Deference, Apologize. The factor that influecing the used of negative 

politeness strategy is payoff, relevant circumstance include social distance, 

relative power, and rank of imposition. Payoff, she want to minimize the 

particular imposition that the FTA unavoidably effect to the hearer. Social 

distance, Diana has different background with the hearer. Relative power, 

she has low power than the hearer when she talk with her mother and her 

tutor. Rank of imposition, she used that strategy because the condition is 

not like her expectation. 

4. Off Record 

In Wonder Woman Movie, the writer found 1 data which used by 

the main character include over-generalize. She used that strategy when 

she want the hearer to do something by used implicitly utterance when she 

talk with the generals and her friend. The factor that influencing the used 

that strategy is payoff and relevant circumstance include social distance. 
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speaker wants to avoid the potentially FTA’s by allowing the hearer to 

interpret the intended meaning of certain utterance themselves. And the 

speaker can also give the hearer an opportunity to be seen as caring toward 

speaker. Social distance, she used that strategy because she different 

culture and background, so she has different though and different ways to 

solve the problem. 

B. Suggestion 

 Based on the conclusion above, the writer give some suggestion that those 

who are interested in the usage of politeness strategies, the writer hopes that the 

next resercher could analyse in the form of non-fiction work as the object of the 

study, such as; speech, talk show, conference, etc. In addition, for the next 

researcher can use some other theory like Leech’s, Scolon’s, and Lakoff’s.  
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